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I. I*TRODUCTION 

This petition is a comp~ion to the petition filed in Court of 

Appeals No. 68651-8-I, seekin~ review of a companion decision ofthe 
I 

same court in relation to the sate case. As summarized in the petition in 

no. 68651, Petitioners Debra Ppgh, Aaron Bowman, and FloAnn Bautista, 

on behalf of themselves and approximately 1,300 similarly situated nurses 

("the Nurses") currently and formerly employed by Evergreen Hospital 

Medical Center ("Evergreen") &ued Evergreen for denying them regular 

meal and rest breaks in violatiop of the Washington Industrial Welfare 

Act. In a separate lawsuit, the }vashington State Nurses Association 
I 

("WSNA") brought a similar lalwsuit against Evergreen for denying its 
I 

members rest breaks under statr law. 

Without informing the urses, WSNA and Evergreen reached a 

settlement which called for Ev rgreen to pay the Nurses a fraction of what 

was admittedly owed in exch ge for complete releases. The Nurses 
i 

moved to intervene in the uniory's case in order to challenge WSNA's 
i 

standing to settle their claims afd to protect their right to full recovery of 

the wages due to them. Initiall}, WSNA and Evergreen requested court 

approval of the settlement, but then reconsidered and simply dismissed the 

union's case. The trial court strck the Nurses' motion to intervene and 

did not consider their challeng~ to WSNA's standing. 

Pursuant to the settlement, Evergreen sent the Nurses "settlement 

checks," and both WSNA and :Ifvergreen sent the nurses letters 

encouraging them to accept thelchecks, misrepresenting the terms of the 
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settlement, and omitting materi~l information about this class action. 

WSNA intervened in th~ Nurses' case. It sided with Evergreen 

and tried to block the Nurses' case. The Nurses moved for class 

certification and for a summ4 judgment that WSNA had lacked standing 

to bring its lawsuit for monetar}- damages on behalf of its members for 

missed rest break. The Nurses also argued that, ifWSNA had standing to 

settle its members' monetary cliaims, it should have sought approval of its 

settlement. The trial court agr¢ed on both counts, certified the class and 

held the settlement checks sentlpursuant to the WSNA settlement did not 

bar the Nurses from seeking ad~itional relief in this case. 

In separate appeals, W~NA and Evergreen both obtained 

discretionary review. In two p~blished decisions issued October 28, 2013, 

the Court of Appeals reversed te trial court's summary judgment in favor 

of the Nurses. It held that WSNA had standing to sue for damages for its 

members, that court supervision and review was not required to afford 
! 

absent nurses due process or prbtect their rights to compensation for 

missed rest breaks and that the fhecks issued to the Nurses pursuant to the 

settlement could be used by Ev~rgreen to support affirmative defenses that 

would potentially bar the rest break claims of most nurses in the case. 
I 

This Court should take teview under RAP 13 .4(b )(1) because the 

Court of Appeals' decision is cbntrary to the well-established rule that a 

union cannot represent its members in claims for damages except where 

those damages are easily calculable from available, objective information. 

International Association of Firefighters, Loca/1789 v. Spokane Airports, 
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146 Wn.2d 207,45 P.2d 186 doo2). The Court of Appeals decision, if 

allowed to stand, would tum a yery narrow exception in the rules of 

associational standing into a gaping one. This Court should also take 

review under RAP 13.4(b)(3) apd (4) because the Court of Appeals' 

decision involves an issue of stibstantial public interest that should be 

determined by the Supreme Court and involves a question of law under the 

due process clause of the Wash!ington State Constitution.1 

II. ISSUES PlfSENTED FOR REVIEW 

As explained in the Nu~ses' petition in No. 68651-8-1, the Court of 
! 

Appeals erred in finding WSNA had standing to represent the Nurses on 

their damages claims under thei state's Wage Statute because this case 

does not fall within the narrow exception to the rule against such 

representational standing. If th Court of Appeals were correct on that 

issue, however, then court approval of the settlement agreement should be 

required in order to protect the aue process rights of putative class 

members to receive notice and the opportunity to be heard, and to ensure 

that settlement was fair, adequ~te, and reasonable and not the product of 

collusion between the parties 

1 Because the Court of Appeals decliqed to consolidate WSNA's and Evergreen's appeals 
and issued separate decisions, the N ses are filing two petitions with this Court, 
corresponding with the issues resolve in the two opinions below. In their petition for 
review of the other decision, No. 686 1-8-I, the Nurses demonstrate that the Court of 
Appeals misunderstood and misappli d this Court's precedent on associational standing. 
Here, the Petitioners argue in the alte ative that, if WSNA did have standing to bring the 
Nurses' claims for damages, then thi Court should hold that such settlements should be 
treated like any other representative tion, requiring court review and approval and 
court-supervised notice to the absent parties with an opportunity to be heard. 
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III. STATE ENT OF THE CASE 
' 

A. Two Lawsuits Were F;led on Behalf of Nurses Denied Rest 
Breaks, One by Nurse$ and Another by Their Union. 

In September 2010, De,ra Pugh and Aaron Bowman filed this 

action on their behalf and 1 ,3oq other nurses who worked for Evergreen 

Hospital and were denied their !1 0-minute rest breaks and 30-minute meal 

breaks required by the Washington Industrial Welfare Act, RCW 49.48 et 

seq. CP 1-5. Two days earlier, WSNA had filed a similar suit seeking 

damages for the nurses for mis ed 10 minute rest breaks.2 CP 607-612. 

In its complaint, WSNA claim d it had associational standing to sue 

Evergreen for monetary damag s for its members. CP 609. 

B. Without Informing th Nurses, WSNA Quickly Settled. 

As evidenced by Everg een's Answer to WSNA's complaint, the 

issue of whether WSNA had st ding to bring a claim for damages on 

behalf of the Nurses was imme iately in dispute. CP 492 (Affirmative 

Defense No.6). The Nurses attempted to cooperate with WSNA on 

prosecuting the overlapping rest break claims, but were rebuffed. CP 619-

621. On February 4, 2011, theiNurses moved to intervene in WSNA's 

case to challenge WSNA's st ding to sue for damages on their behalf and 

to protect their interests in gett · ng full back pay damages for missed 

breaks. CP 613-25. But befor the court could rule on the Nurses' motion 

-----------1 
2 Unlike the nurses' lawsuit, WSNA~' hose not to bring any meal break claim for the 
Nurses. CP 447-451. Additionally, espite the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) 
between WSNA and Evergreen, whi h provided nurses with more generous rest breaks 
than state law and gave WSNA the ri ht to arbitrate Evergreen's failure to provide them, 
WSNA chose not to take any action nder the CBA. CP 627 665; 667-70 I. 
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or decide the issue of standing, I on February 10, 2011, WSNA and 

Evergreen entered into a settle~ent agreement. CP 477-484. WSNA 

settled the rest break claims of ,300 nurses for $375,000.3 CP 479-480. 

On February 18, 2011, SNA and Evergreen filed a "joint 

motion" for court approval oft eir settlement. CP 510-522. The trial 

court set a March 18 hearing date on the motion and a briefing schedule. 

CP 487-488. By its terms, the scheduling order provided a date upon 

which the Nurses could object lo the settlement and challenge WSNA's 

standing to sue on their behalv s for monetary damages-an issue that 

was raised by the Nurses in the· r motion to intervene. I d.; CP 621-622. 

The deadline for filing objecti ns was set for March 9, 2011. CP 487-488. 

On March 2, 2011, the urses took the deposition of Evergreen 

through its CR 30(b)(6) repres ntative, Kathleen Groen. CP 585. At the 

deposition, Evergreen admitte that it calculated that it owed the nurses 

$600,000 in back pay, almost t}vice what it would be paying them under 
I 

the WSNA settlement.4 CP 591-601. Evergreen also admitted it had no 

evidence to dispute the declara ions of nurses saying they regularly missed 

breaks to varying degrees. CP 586-605. Most significantly, though, 
! 

Evergreen also admitted that ithad no records showing when nurses 

missed breaks or the amount o back pay owed. CP 586-590.5 All parties 

3 This number represents approximat ly 5%-10% of the wages that Evergreen likely owes 
to nurses for breaks missed since Se ember 2007. CP 448-449. 
4 WSNA took $58,000 from the $37 ,000 settlement to pay its attorneys, leaving 
$317,000 to pay to the Nurses. CP 345. 

' 
5 See also CP 741-47 (answers to Ad~ission that Evergreen had no documents showing 
how many rest breaks were missed, when, and by whom). 
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I 

were aware that these admissio~s would be fatal to WSNA's claim that it 

had associational standing to sqek damages on behalf of its members, 
i 

because the Nurses had briefed! the issue in their Motion to Intervene that 

was set for oral argument three! days later, on March 5, 2011. CP 613-624. 

On March 4, 2011, ad~ before the hearing on the Nurses' Motion 

to Intervene, Evergreen and W~NA suddenly reversed course and filed a 

stipulation to dismiss WSNA's! lawsuit immediately. The trial court 
I 

ordered dismissal and struck al) scheduled hearings on the issues of 

standing, intervention, and settlement approval. 

At this point in their o"fll case, the Nurses' counsel had been 

unable to contact the nearly I ,~00 putative class members because 
' 

Evergreen refused to provide c~mtact information for them. On learning 

that WSNA and Evergreen di+issed the other lawsuit by stipulation, the 

Nurses immediately moved to ~ompel discovery of class member contact 

information so they could alert putative class members of their rights. CP 

1379-1381. The court granted ~he motion on March 10,2011. ld. Under 
' 

the terms of the order, howeve~, Evergreen did not provide class member 

contact information until Marcb 28,2011. CP 1488-1490; 1491-1493. 

By that time, Evergreen had already sent "settlement checks" to 

the Nurses. CP 499-501 (lette~ dated March 17, 2011). The checks were 

received with a cover letter frofn Evergreen before letters could be sent by 
I 

the Nurses' counsel and receiv!d by nurses that would have put in context 

the checks and Evergreen's let er and would have provided the nurses with 

essential information for evalu ting Evergreen's statements. See, Decl. of 
I 
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Batista, CP 755 at ~12 ("Had I teceived the (letter) from (the Nurses' 

counsel) before I cashed the chfck, I would not have cashed it.") 6 

On the rear of the check se~t to the nurses pursuant to the WSNA 
I 

settlement, Evergreen included Ia release of the Nurses' rest break claims, 

which would be executed by eddorsement. CP 787. Neither the 

employer's process for obtaining the release by endorsement nor the 

release itself had been reviewed or approved by any court. Nor had 

Evergreen's letter that accomp'lflied the check been reviewed or approved. 

The letter contained misleading and incomplete information about the 

settlement and pending class aation. CP 499-500. For example, it stated: 

• That Evergreen "disagr¢ed with (the) allegation (it) failed to pay 

registered nurses for rest break$." CP 449 at ~1. In fact, Evergreen 

admitted in deposition that it htd calculated that it owed nurses $600,000 

in back pay for missed rest breaks before settling with WSNA. 

• That "we are actually paying somewhat more than ($375,000) as 

we decided that the minimum dheck to each RN should be at least $1 0 

before taxes." In fact, the settlerent was based on the express agreement 

that the minimum payment wo*ld be $300 to each RN. CP 472. 
! 

• That "if you do not (rettm the check within 60 days), you will be 

deemed to have accepted the S. ttlement Agreement." In fact, a failure to 

return the check would not be '(deemed" acceptance or a waiver of rights 

I 

-6 T_h_e_C_o_u_rt_o_f_A_p-pe-a-ls_a_p_p-ea-rs_t_o-hafl e been under a misimpression that the nurses 

received the letter from the Nurses' c unsel before cashing the checks and not after. The 
record evidence was that the Evergre. n' s refusal to provide discovery prevented that. 
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! 

under Washington law and pla1ing the burden on the nurse to return the 

check or "'be deemed" to have accepted the settlement is coercive. 

Many nurses testified that t ey felt misled and coerced by their 

employer's letter to them and li e Plaintiff Batista would not have cashed 

their checks had they received he letter from the Nurses' counsel first. 7 

Compounding the effect of ~he employer's letter on the nurses was 

WSNA's statements to them. For example, WSNA sent a post card to the 

nurses heralding its agreement ~sa "'LANDMARK SETTLEMENT 
I 

OVER NURSE REST BREA1S" and that it would ensure that "'(nurses) 

are appropriately staff." CP 47~ at ~2 (capitalization in original). In fact, 

WSNA admitted in deposition jhrough its 30(b)(6) representative that: 

• The settlement required no more than what Evergreen was already 
! 

required to do by law. CP 462. ! 

• The settlement did not ipcrease staffing or provide for adequate 

staffing and nothing in the agreement addressed staffing. CP 461. 

WSNA' s communications also failed to provide critical information: 

• That the settlement was' supposed to ensure a minimum payment of 

$300 to each nurse but in fact, ~fter the settlement was reached, WSNA 

reduced the minimum payment! to only $10. CP 499. 
I 

• That obtaining full bacl{ pay was not WSNA's interest. CP 459. 

• That WSNA did nothin~ to calculate the back pay owed. CP 459. 8 

7 See, Declarations from Laurine Mo~gan CP 774-776; Jill Hom CP 768-770; 
Jessyamma Adimathra CP 764-767; Wing Nip CP 791-794; Nancy Olson CP 788-790; 
Robbie Herring CP 795-798. ' 
8 At the same time, though WSNA's ~ttomeys had in fact calculated that over $1 million 
in back pay was owed. These same ¥{SNA attorneys were being fully paid the over 

i 
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None of the communicatio s to the nurses by WSNA or Evergreen had 

not been reviewed or approved by any court to ensure that the information 

provided was full, complete an? accurate. Furthermore, WSNA was 

forbidden under the terms of its settlement agreement to "directly or 

indirectly ... promote or encol..lrage ... suits, causes of action or claims 

relating to obtaining back pay for missed rest breaks for the Represented 

Employees." CP 835. WSNA also agreed to indemnifY Evergreen for the 

Nurses' claims against Evergre~n for missed rest breaks. CP 834. 

A large number ofthe 1urses endorsed the checks and cashed 

them. CP 1295. The nurses di~ so before it was possible for class counsel 
i 

in this case to provide them wi~h any information about the inadequacies 

of the monetary settlement, WSNA's lack of standing to bring a damages 

lawsuit on their behalves, and their rights as putative class members in this 
i 

pending class action. CP 112-j 13 (letter dated April4, 2011).9 

$50,000 owed by WSNA to them out fthe $375,000 settlement amount that was 
denominated as back pay compensati n under the agreement and was supposed to go to 
the nurses See, Declaration of Nurses' Counsel, David Breskin, CP 448 at~ 6. These 
facts about how the settlement proce ds for missed rest breaks were to be distributed 
were not disclosed in the informationj WSNA gave nurses prior to them receiving their 
checks. See, e.g., CP 475. · 
9 In addition to the checks sent pursdnt to the settlement agreement, Evergreen sent a 
second batch of checks to a small number of nurses (69 of them) purportedly paying them 
for missed meal breaks that were rec~rded as missed, but had not been paid. CP 120, 
172. These checks, which did not indlude payment for meal breaks that were late, 
interrupted, or not reported as missed~ also included a waiver on the rear of the check. ld. 
The enforceability of these meal brea)<. checks was not an issue raised in Plaintiffs 
Motion for Summary Judgment or ot~erwise considered or resolved by the trial court in 
its order. CP 1334-1335. Accordingjy, whether these meal break checks/waivers are 
enforceable is not an issue in this apwal. 
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C. WSNA Intervened in this Case to Prevent the Nurses from 
Obtaining Further Re~ief for their Missed Rest Breaks. 

' 

In light of the above, th Nurses amended their Complaint to add 

FloAnn Bautista, who cashed h r check, as a Plaintiff. CP 97-105. 

On August 8, 2011, the urses filed their class certification 

motion. While the motion was.pending, WSNA moved to intervene to 

oppose class certification and block the Nurses from obtaining "further 

compensation from the Defendlmt." CP 226-230. The motion to 

intervene was granted on Octot' er 13, 2011, and Plaintiffs re-filed their 

class certification motion. CP 98-326. In support of their motion, the 
I 

Nurses submitted over 20 decl'f"ations from class member nurses in 14 

departments, including the eig~t largest, all claiming they missed breaks. 10 

Contemporaneously wiJh the Motion for Class Certification, the 
I 

Nurses filed a Motion for Partifl Summary Judgment, asking the trial 

court to dismiss Evergreen's dJfense that the "settlement checks" barred 

the Nurses from participating il(l this class action. Oral argument on both 

motions was held on February S, 2012 in King County Superior Court. 
! 

On March 14, 2012, Ju~ge Harry McCarthy granted the Nurses' 
I 

Motion for Class Certification. I CP 1330-1333. On the same day, he 

granted the Nurses' Motion fo1 Partial Summary Judgment that because 

10 Nearly 900 of the nearly 1300 clast members work or worked in the largest eight 
departments: CCU, Emergency, Fam ly Maternity Center, MedSurg, Neonatal ICU, 
Ortho, Spine, and Neurology (OSNO , Home Health, and the Progressive Care Unit 
(PCU). In opposition to the Motion J. r Class Certification, Evergreen submitted 12 
declarations, nearly all of which wer from managers who currently work for Evergreen 
but are not class members in this cas . CP 560-583. Evergreen submitted only one 
declaration from a class member, an she is a former manager. CP 968-973. 

i 
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WSNA lacked standing to repr sent its members and the settlement 

agreement was not court appro ed, putative class members who cashed 

"settlement checks" pursuant tq WSNA's settlement were not barred from 

seeking further compensation+ this class action. CP 1334-1345. 

Both WSNA and EverJeen sought discretionary review of the trial 

court's order, which was grant~d. CP 1346-1366. The Court of Appeals 

reversed the order granting summary judgment for the Nurses, concluding 

that WSNA had associational sfanding to bring a claim for damages on 

behalf of its individual membe~s and that court approval of Evergreen and 

WSNA's settlement agreement! was not required. Slip Op. at 6. 

IV. : ARGUMENT 

The Court of Appeals d~cision implicates constitutional issues and 

issues of substantial public int~rest that warrant review by this Court under 
! 
i 

RAP 13 .4(b )( 4) and RAP 13 .4~b )(3 ). 11 If the Court of Appeals were 
I 

correct that WSNA had associ~tional standing to sue on behalf of its 
I 
I 

members for damages, then coyrt approval of the settlement agreement 

should be required to ensure th~ Nurses receive due process and that the 
I 

settlement was fair, adequate, ~nd reasonable and not the product of 
I 

collusion between the parties. 

1. If an Association Can Su for its Members for Monetary Damages 
That are Not Easily Asce ained, Court Approval is Necessary. 

Under CR 23, class acfons are subject to particular safeguards to 

-----------1 
11 As stated in the accompanying Pettion for Review in case No. 68651-8-1, review is 
also appropriate under RAP 13.4(b)( ), because the Court of Appeals' decision that 
WSNA had standing to represent its embers in a suit for damages is contrary to this 
Court's precedent. · 
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ensure that diverse interests of flass members are properly represented by 

the named plaintiffs. For exa~ple, in a class action, the court must 

ascertain whether the represent~tive parties will fairly and adequately 

protect the entire class. CR 23( )(4). Where damages are sought, the 

court must ensure that class m bers receive court-approved notice and 

an opportunity to be excluded. R 23(b)(3). Rule 23 also provides that 

"[a] class action shall not be di~missed or compromised without the 
I 

approval of the court, and noti+ of the proposed dismissal or compromise 

shall be given to all members olf the class in such manner as the court 

directs." CR 23(e) (emphasis ,dded). Courts closely supervises and 

approve of the notice of a classl action settlement that is sent to absent 

class members. See also Collins v. Thompson, 679 F .2d 168, 172 (9th Cir. 

1982) (the primary concern of fR 23(e) is to ensure that other 

unrepresented parties and the Pfblic interest are treated fairly by the 

settlement.). This safeguard alfo ensures that any "settlement is fair, 

adequate, and reasonable and il' not the product of collusion between the 

parties." Pigfordv. Glickman, 206 F.3d 1212, 1215 (D.C. Cir. 2000) 

(emphasis added). 

' 

Unlike a CR 23 class a tion, the rules governing associational 

standing were created by the c urts and rest upon the principle that 

individuals who have chosen t join together in a group do so to promote a 

collective interest. As explain¢d in the Nurses' petition in no. 68651, 
I 

federal and Washington state cpurts have recognized particular threshold 

requirements to asserting assoJiational standing: (1) the members of the 
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organization would otherwise ~ave standing to sue in their own right; (2) 

the interests that the organizati~n seeks to protect are germane to its 

purpose; and (3) neither the claim asserted nor relief requested requires the 

participation of the organization's individual members. Hunt v. Wash. 

State Apple Adver. Comm 'n, 432 U.S. 333, 343 97 S. Ct. 2434, 53 L. Ed. 

2d. 383 (1977). 

Federal courts have consistently refused to allow an organization 

to represent its members in a s4it for monetary damages. United Union of 

Roofers v. Ins. Corp. of Am., 9 ~ 9 F .2d 1398, 1400 (9th Cir. 1990); Sanner 

' 

v. Board ofTrade ofChicago, ~2 F.3d 918,922-923 (7th Cir. 1995); 

Bermudez v. Hernandez, 245 Fj Supp. 2d 383, 386 (D.P.R. 2003). This 
i 

Court recognized a narrow exctption to this rule where damages are 

"easily ascertained" from employee records and do not require individual 
I 

employee participation to calculate. International Association of 

Firefighters, Local 1789 v. Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d 207, 45 P .2d 186 

(2002). As explained in the N4rses' other petition, the Court of Appeals 
! 

turned that narrow exception into a gaping one and its decision should be 

reversed. 

If this Court were to concur with the Court of Appeals and approve 

of the expanded version of associational standing it articulated, it should 

require that a court supervise a~d approve of any settlement in such a case. 

The constitutional guar~mtee of due process of law requires that 
! 

before a money judgment can ~e entered and binding on the class, class 

members must receive adequat~ representation, court-approved notice, and 
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a right to opt out or object. Sed Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. 

Epstein, 516 U.S. 367,395 (1996) (Ginsburg, J., concurring and dissenting 

in part). Notice and the opportunity to be heard are fundamental due 

process requirements provided to putative class members by the Fifth 
' I 

Amendment. In re Prudential Ins. Co., 148 F.3d 283,306 (3d Cir. 1998). 

In this case, the Nurses did not get due process. As WSNA and 

Evergreen acknowledged, court approval of the settlement would have 

enabled the Nurses to obtain timely, neutral information about their right 

to participate or exclude themstlves, and an opportunity to have their 

objections considered by a coJ of law. As the Settlement Agreement 

itself indicated: 
i 
I 

This Agreement is cont~ngent in its entirely upon approval 
by the King County Su»erior Court in the Lawsuit as may 
be deemed appropriate ~nd necessary and/or required. The 
parties agree to fully copperate to obtain the approval of the 
court. 

CP 837; CP 499 (inviting nurs~s to view of copy ofthe settlement 
I 

agreement). WSNA and Evergfeen represented to the court and the 

Nurses that they would obtain <)ourt approval, and they requested a 

briefing schedule. CP 486. They submitted a Joint Motion to Approve the 

Settlement. CP 510-522. And ~hey represented to the Nurses that the 
! 

settlement would not only be approved by the King County Superior 

Court, but it would not take effect until it was approved. CP 82, 89, 499, 

837. 
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Then, when the named ~laintiffs and their counsel in this case 

challenged WSNA's standing, ~SNA and Evergreen quickly reneged and 

unilaterally dismissed the lawsuit without any court approval, and 

unilaterally mailed out "settle4ent checks" without ever telling the nurses 

that no court had reviewed the $ettlement for validity or fairness. CP 89, 

499. Here, the very fact that both WSNA and Evergreen seek to prevent 

the Nurses from getting additional compensation owed to them for missed 

rest breaks through this class action, raises doubt about the adequacy of 

WSNA' s representation of its embers. By failing to obtain court 

approval in an open hearing, th y deprived the Nurses of any opportunity 

to object to the settlement, chal enge WSNA's representation, or to hear 

the objections of others. As in4icated above, the information WSNA and 

Evergreen provided to the Nurdes about the settlement and this class 

action was one-sided and inaccrrate, and it was never reviewed by any 

court. These actions denied du~ process to the absent nurses whom 
' 

WSNA claims to represent. . 

2. The Trial Courts Have A~thority to Require Court Supervision 
and Approval of a Settle;Jent on Behalf of Absent Union 
Members. 

The Court of Appeals h~ld that the trial court not only did not have 
! 

to review and approve the settl¢ment, but had no authority to do so. To 
' i 

the contrary, there is ample aut~ority from analogous circumstances. 

First, a trial court generally possesses inherent authority to manage and 

supervise the disputes that come before it. See CR 16; International 

Union et. a!. v. Brock, 477 U.SJ 274, 290, 106 S. Ct. 2523, 2533, 91 L. Ed. 
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2d 228, 240 (stating that if a c~urt is presented with evidence of 

inadequate representation by J association in a subsequent case, it would 
I 

have to consider how it might e alleviated.); See also TRAC v. Allnet 

Communication Services, Inc., 806 F.2d 1093, 1098 (D.C. Cir., 1986) 

(Bork, J., concurring) (stating t at similar safeguards to those in CR 23 

must be implemented by the c urt in subsequent lawsuits, even if it is 
I 

i 

simply "through some new me~hanism" created by the court.). 12 

Civil Rule 23.2 providef similar safeguards to protect absent 

unnamed union members. CR ~3 .2 provides that "an action brought by or 
I 

I 

against the members of an uni corporated association as a class by naming 

certain members as representat ve parties" is permitted so long as "the 

representative parties will fairl and adequately represent the interests of 
! 

the association and its members." The rule further provides that in such an 

12 In TRAC the court denied associati nal standing on a claim for damages on behalf of 
members. In his concurrence, Judge ork discussed the risks associated with an 
organization using associational stan ing to bring a claim for damages and avoid CR 23: 

[I]fthe association lost this uit, the question could arise later whether 
it had adequately represente the interests of its members so as to 
preclude them from bringin suit on their own. A court would then 
have to rule on that indepen ent claim and might have to hear 
subsequent suits. ' 

In addition, if the associatio prevailed and damage relief were granted, 
the court would then have t take steps through some new mechanism 
to assure that all appropriat members of the association are notified, or 
are included. Any shortcom ngs in this respect could again raise 
independent questions abou the preclusive effect of such a judgment 
on those members. These n w problems would all arise from this 
unnecessary circumvention f established class action procedures. 

TRAC, 806 F.2d at 1098 (Bork, J., c~curring). These concerns have actually come to 
pass in this case. · 
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action, the court "may" make o~ders under CR 23( d), which permits courts 

to make appropriate orders to protect absent parties, and that dismissal and 

compromise of the claims "shall" follow the procedure set forth in CR 

23( e), which requires court sup¢rvision and approval of any settlement. 
I 

The parties in this case fgree that CR 23.2 does not apply here, 

where WSNA has not joined arly of its members as party plaintiffs. 

Nonetheless, it is significant th~t even a lawsuit under CR 23.2 cannot 

escape the requirements of court approval. The situation presented by CR 

23.2 provides much less opportnity for collusion and inadequate 

representation than a case for d~mages brought under an associational 

standing theory. For example, ~nder CR 23.2, members of an 

organization are joined as plai+iffs to participate in the process and 

approve any compromise of th¥r damages claims. But in an associational 

standing case, a single organiz~tion is the only representative plaintiff and 
I 

is unconstrained to sacrifice individual interests in favor of furthering the 

larger goals of the organizatiod. This exactly what happened in this case, 

where WSNA admitted that its priority in settlement discussions was 

injunctive relief going forward 1 not back pay for its members. CP 339. 

There are other instances when the safeguards of court approval 

articulated in CR 23(e) are req1ired in order to protect absent parties. In 

Diaz v. Trust Territory ofthe Ppcific Islands, 876 F.2d 1401, 1408 (9th 

Cir., 1989), the Ninth Circuit eftended the court approval requirement of 
I 
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' . 

CR 23( e) to settlements made ~efore a class has been certified. 13 The 

Diaz Court noted that when CR 23(e) does not apply automatically, "the 

court should hold a hearing to qetermine whether the proposed settlement 

and dismissal are tainted by col~usion or will prejudice absent class 

members with a reasonable relihnce expectation of the maintenance of the 

action for the protection oftheit interests." Diaz, 876 F.2d at 1407, n. 3. 

To determine whether pre-class certification settlement or dismissal is 

appropriate, court must 

inquire into possible pr 'udice from (1) class members' 
possible reliance on the filing of the action if they are likely 
to know of it either bee use of publicity or other 
circumstances, (2) lack f adequate time for class members 
to file other actions, be ause of a rapidly approaching 
statute of limitations, (3 any settlement or concession of 
interests made by the cl~ss representative or counsel in 
order to further their o"'(n interests. 

Diaz, 876 F.2d at 1408. I 

There were numerous" ed flags" concerning fairness and 

adequacy of representation her . Many of the more obvious ones have 

already been discussed above: ! 

• The employer admitted bwing $600,000 in back pay to its 

employees but would only be pflying them about half the amount that the 

employer admitted was owed. I 

13 In 2003, the federal rules were cha~ged to require court approval for only certified 
class actions; however, Washington dFclined to adopt this change to CR 23(e) and still 
requires court approval of compromi~ or dismissal of all class actions notwithstanding 
class certification. Compare FRCP 2 (e) and FRCP 23(e)(repealed Dec. 1, 2003). 
Furthermore, federal courts have cont' nued to require court approval of precertification 
settlements despite the rule change. ee Lyons, 2012 U.S. Dist LEXIS at *4, fn. I. 
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• The union testified it wts not concerned with getting full back pay 

and did nothing to confirm the ~mount actually owed because its interests 

were in getting non-monetary policy changes to enhance its position with 

the employer vis a vis their barfaining position. 

• The union did not inclutle any union member as a representative 

plaintiff in the case to ensure adequacy of representation. 

• The union attorneys cal~ulated that over $1 million was owed in 

back pay to the nurses but this [act was never revealed to the nurses. 

• The union attorneys whb negotiated the settlement would be paid 
' 

in full out of the amount agree~ to as compensation that was supposed to 

be paid the nurses as back pay ~hile nurses would receive as little as $1 0. 

• The settlement was pretised on a minimum payment of $300 to 

each nurse but after the settlem nt was reached, the distribution was 

changed so that nurses got as little as $10. The change in distribution 

benefitted union business agents and representatives who testified that 

they had no missed breaks or ft:tw missed breaks. 

Federal courts have reli~d upon Diaz for the authority to insist on 

scrutinizing dismissals and settlements of uncertified class action cases, 

even when approval is not req1ired by rule. See Mahan et. a!., v Trex, 

2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13016~ (N.D. Cal., November 22, 2010); Lyons et. 

a!. v. Bank of America, 2012 UfS. Dist. LEXIS 168230 (N.D. Cal., 

November 27, 2012). It these ~ituations only the courts can protect absent 

class members from collusion and prejudice. Similar protections are 

necessary here to ensure that alt>sent group members' claims have been 
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adequately represented, and to ensure the organization and its lawyers did 
I 

not sacrifice individual interests for their own. 

3. The Court of Appeals Erled in Concluding That Individual 
Releases Obtained Thro gh a Faulty Process Were Binding. 

The Court of Appeals a so erred when it concluded that by cashing 

the settlement checks, the nurs~s released their claims by accord and 

satisfaction. Slip Op. at 10. First, it relied solely on its erroneous 

conclusion that WSNA had stafding to settle the Nurses' claims. If 

WSNA lacked standing, the payments Evergreen made under its 

settlement with WSNA cannot ~e binding. Even if WSNA had standing to 

sue, the trial court was correct ihat there is at least an issue of fact whether 

an employer can pay an amoun~ in settlement of wages due that it admits 

are greater than that amount, wrthout engaging in an illegal "rebate" of 

wages under RCW 49.52.050. lcr 479-484, 598-601. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Court of Appeals ttrred in concluding WSNA had standing to 
I 

represent its members on mon~ary damages claims. And if a union can 

do this, court approval should ~e required to protect the due process rights 

of absent class members. This Court should take review under RAP 

13.4(b)(3) and (4), and hold th~t court approval similar to that required 

under CR 23(e) was required h: re and in any case where organizations are 

permitted to sue for damages o behalf of their members where the 

requirements of Spokane Airpo tare not met. 

Dated this 27th day of1¥ovember, 2013. 
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,R~JQI:IN~ON TOWNSEND, PLLC 

By: nifct E. B;::kin, wsBA No. 1 o6o7"" 
Daniel F. Johnson, WSBA No. 27848 

Attorneys for Respondents 
I 
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Grosse, J -A union has standing tf sue in its associational capacity for injunctive 

relief and back pay for missed rest bre~ks incurred by its members when, as here, 

damages can be established without requiring the participation of the individual union 

members. Thus, the trial court erred by invalidating a settlement agreement between 

the union and the employer based on tre union's lack of standing. Accordingly, we 

reverse. 

FACTS 

The Washington State Nurses Association (WSNA) appeals from the same trial 

court orders addressed in the linked app~al brought by Evergreen Hospital.1 Thus, the 

procedural and substantive facts are idt*ntical to those set forth in the opinion for the 

.-

,-----
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Evergreen appeal. Accordingly, for effici ncy for they will not be repeated here but will 

be incorporated by reference as they are ecessary to the analysis. 

WSNA contends that the trial cqurt erred by concluding that WSNA lacked 

standing to sue Evergreen and invalida1ing the settlement agreement on that basis. 

We agree. An association has standin~ to sue on behalf of its members when the 

following criteria are satisfied: (1) the members of the organization would otherwise 

have standing to sue in their own right; (~) the interests that the organization seeks to 

protect are germane to its purpose; and (3) neither claim requires the participation of the 

organization's individual members.2 
I 

Unlike a suit for injunctive relief ~hich generally benefits every member of an 
I 

employee association equally, a suit for ~onetary relief may involve varying amounts of 

damages among employee members.3 Thus, in a suit for money damages, the third 

requirement has been interpreted to pe it associational standing when "an individual 

association member's participation is n t necessary to prove the damages that are 

asserted on behalf of the members by t e association. 114 This is established when the 

I 

record shows that the amount of monetarjy relief requested on behalf of each employee 

is certain, easily ascertainable, and within the defendant's knowledge. 5 

2 International Ass'n of Firefighters. Lo<4'l 1789 v. Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d 207, 
213-14, 45 P.3d 186 (2002). I 

3 Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d at 214. ' 
4 Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d at 216. 
5 Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d at 216. 
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In Teamsters Local Union No. 117 

that a union representing prison emergen y response team members had associational 

standing to sue DOC for recovery of wa es for time spent on call while off duty. We 
I 

concluded that the amount of wages sought was both easily ascertainable and within 

the employer's knowledge because the $mployees carried pagers when off duty and 
i 

wages could be calculated by subtracting! time for regular shifts, overtime, on leave, or 

official standby. More importantly, we concluded that standing is not defeated simply 

because individual association members ~ay be called as witnesses: 

[The employer] confuses participa-ion as witnesses with participation as 
necessary parties to ascertain amages. The employees are not 
necessary parties; neither are t ey indispensable parties. Here, the 
calculation of damages does not r quire individual determination and the 
liability issues, though of a factual nature, are common to all. We refuse 
to adopt [the employer's] positi n that participation of an individual 
member as a witness abrogates he Union's standing to prosecute the 
employees wage claims.!7l , 

Here, the trial court concluded th~t WSNA lacked standing because the third 

requirement was not met: 

Spokane Airports holds that t e union's standing to sue on an 
associational basis violates the t ird requirement unless "the amount of 
monetary damages sought on be alf of those members is certain, easily 
ascertainable, and within the kno ledge of the defendant." 146 Wn.2d at 
215-16. In Spokane Airports, th amounts due were withholdings for 
Social Security and employer atched funds, which were calculated 
exactly and were clearly known to the Spokane airport. [146 Wn.2d] at 
217. In a similar case involvingi Special Emergency Response Team 
(SERT) employees at a prison seeking compensation for their on-call time, 
the Court of Appeals found starnding for the union where calculating 
possible damages, "will then b~ nothing more than a mathematical 
exercise." Teamsters Local Union INo. 117, 145 Wn. App. at 513. 

6 145 Wn. App. 507,187 P.3d 754 (2008). 1 

7 Teamsters Local Union No. 117, 145 Wn. App. at 513-14 (footnote and citation 
omitted). 
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No such easily ascertaina le amount of damages can be found 
here. The parties disagree vehem ntly as to even the possible amount of 
damages in this case. Plaintiffs ssert that WSNA previously calculated 
the amount owed to the nurse as over $1 million dollars, and that 
Evergreen estimated the amou t due as approximately $600,000, 
although Evergreen contests the basis and accuracy of this amount. 
Further, all parties agree that nur es in different sections of the hospital 
missed breaks at various rates. nlike Spokane Airports and Teamsters 
Local Union No. 117, all parties gree there are no records from which 
Evergreen can precisely determine the amount owed. Under these 
circumstances, it is clear that WS A would require the participation of at 
least some of the registered nurse who work at Evergreen Hospital. 

We disagree with the trial court. F rst, the fact that the parties disagree about the 

amount of damages does not mean that !there is no ascertainable amount of damages 

and WSNA is thereby prevented from eJtablishing damages for purposes of standing. 
I 
I 

Rather, WSNA need only show that it w~s prepared to establish damages that did not 

require participation of the individual !members. Indeed, WSNA and Evergreen 

considered various damages calculation~ and in fact determined damages owed to the 
I 

! 

nurses for the settlement agreement witHout requiring the participation of the individual 

nurses.8 

Nor is the absence of records fatal to establishing WSNA's standing. Our courts 
I 

have recognized that in wage and houri cases where employers have failed to keep 

adequate records, damages may be es~ablished by "just and reasonable inference. "9 

Such inferences can be established by "tepresentative testimony," as in Mclaughlin v. 

6 u. they used the number of hours wo~ked per week over the alleged time period, the 
hourly rate, and the number of breaks to t'hich they were entitled. 
9 Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., 1328 U.S. 680, 687, 66 S. Ct. 1187, 90 L. Ed. 
1515 (1946). I 
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Ho Fat Seto, 10 where the Ninth Circuit u~· held the lower court's inference of a violation 

involving 28 employees based on the estimony of five witnesses. Similarly here, 
I 

representative testimony from each dep rtment could serve as proof of the damages. 

As in Teamsters Local Union No. 117, he participation of some nurses to establish 

damages does not abrogate the union's s anding to prosecute such cases. 11 

Additionally, the trial court's ruling disregards the fact that WSNA's lawsuit also 

sought injunctive relief, which does not r quire proof of individual damages. As WSNA 
I 

correctly notes, the trial court's assertion 1hat "Washington law is clear that a union may 

only represent its membership on a claim !for damages and not for injunctive relief," is in 

error. As discussed above, our courts have recognized that associational standing to 

sue for injunctive relief is more easily e~tablished than standing to sue for monetary 

damages because it generally benefits m~mbers of an employee association equally. 12 

Because WSNA had standing to sue, th trial court's ruling invalidating the settlement 

agreement for WSNA's lack of standing is without basis. Accordingly, we reverse. 

WSNA also contends, as does Ev rgreen, that the trial court erred by invalidating 

the settlement agreement on the basis that the settlement was not court approved 

under CR 23(e), and by invalidating the i dividual settlements and releases entered into 

by WSNA members. As we conclude lin our opinion in Evergreen's appeal, these 
I 
I 

arguments have merit and the trial court brred by invalidating the settlements on these 

10 850 F.2d 586, 589 (9th Cir. 1988), cert.ldenied, 488 U.S. 1040, 109 S. Ct. 864, 102 L. 
Ed. 2d 988 (1989). 
11 See 145 Wn. App. at 513-14. 
12 See Spokane Airports, 146 Wn.2d at 214. 
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bases." Accordingly, we reverse the tri,l court's order granting summary judgment for 

Pugh and remand for reinstatement of th~ settlement agreement. 

We reverse and remand. 

G~J 
WE CONCUR: 

13 See Evergreen, No. 68550-3-1, slip op. at 12. 
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